
NAVAL BATTLE
GAME RULES

Players engage in a struggle for supremacy over the
sea. Each player has four ships – the mighty Battleship, multi-
gun Galleon, fast Frigate and nimble small Brig. Ships can
move around the playing board and shoot. All specifications are
given in the table of the ships at the end of the rulebook. Ships
of the players differ with sails color. One player plays with red
sails ships, the other – with the white.

Also, each player has a fort (red or black), depicted on
the board.

Purpose of the game (win conditions):
To win the game, the player must either drown the opponent’s Flagship (Battleship),

or capture the enemy base. Before the game, each player can announce that his flagship is
not a Battleship but another particular ship. Changing of the flagship during the game is not
allowed.

Preparing for the game:
Players decide who of them will own what ships and what

forts - it is determined by agreement of the Players or a die throw.
Before the game ships are placed on the hexes, adjacent to

the Player’s fort. In one hex can be only one ship. Distance from the
fort to the hex where there is a ship at the start of the game must be no
more than 1 hex.

Game turns:
The game consists of turns. First begins to move player who plays with white sails

ships. On his turn, player has the right to move one or several of his ships, or not to move at
all.

A ship can move first, and then shoot or vice versa (shoot first and then move). The
player can also move the first one ship, then another, and then shoot, or vice versa - first

Battleship Galleon

Frigate Brig
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shot a few ships, and then move them.

Movement of the ships:
Before starting a new turn one player rolls a die. Right to roll a die is passed from

player to player in turn. If a die shows
1 or 2 - this means that there is no wind
during a turn, so only a Brig can move.
If you roll 3-6, there is a wind, so all
ships can move.

Ships may move in any direc-
tion, and change direction during mov-
ing.

Maximal number of hexes that
can pass a ship during a turn is indi-
cated in the table. According to the
player's decision a ship can pass a dis-
tance lower than maximal.

Ships can go only on those
hexes that are crossed inside by the thin
black lines. Ships are not allowed to go
on hexes without these lines and hexes
occupied by another ship.

Shooting:
Ship can shoot at other ships, which are within the reach of his guns. Depending

on the type of a ship, it may shoot one or more times. To determine the result of each shot a
roll is used. If the die shows 3-6, the shot was successful, and the enemy ship receives dam-
age. If you roll ‘1’ or ‘2’, the opponent’s ship is not damaged. If a targeted ship is on an ad-
jacent hex – shot will be successful in all cases except of ‘1’ on a die. Distance of the shooting
and the number of shots per turn for each of the ships is listed in the table.

Ship that has several shots per turn can shoot one target or different targets. Also it
can shoot, then move and shoot again. If the player didn’t use all the shots during a turn -
their rest is not transferred for the next turn.

Obstacles during shooting:
You can shoot only for those boats which are not protected with any obstacle on a

way from shooting ship and the attacked one. To determine availability of any fire line, it is
necessary from the center of the hex with the firing ship mentally draw a straight line to the
center of the hex with the ship-target. If this line intersects at least one hex occupied by other
ships or a hex that cannot be passed through - this means that the line of fire is blocked and
it is not allowed to shoot this target.

Brig is the only ship that can shoot through obstacles (using plunging fire). When
the brig shoots plunging fire - the result is determined also with a die roll. If you roll a ‘5’
or ‘6’ - hit, all other results - miss.
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Sinking of a ship:
Each ship has a solidity (safety) margin specified in the table. This amount is re-

duced by 1 each time a ship is hit. Damages received by a ship are retained until the end of
the game.

Players record information about each damage of their ships on a paper (not a part
of the game components).

If a ship was hit as much as it is safety margin - a ship sinks, and is removed from
the playing board.

Yellow lines indicate the boundary of the firing range of the battle-
ship, yellow arrows - open line of fire and purple arrows – blocked
lines.
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Fort (base) capture:
To capture the enemy fort, the player’s flagship must come close to him, and stay

there during all next turn.

Table of characteristics of the ships

Once you master these rules you may check our site
www.bombatgame.com for their complicated version that may make the
game more exciting and diverse.

Sincerely,
The Bombat Game Team

Kind
of ship

Movement
range
(hexes):

wind/calm

Firing range
(hexes)/

number of
shots

Plunging
fire

Safety
margin

Battleship 4/0 3/3 no 5

Galleon 3/0 3/2 no 4

Brig 4/2 2/1 yes 3

Frigate 5/0 3/1 no 4
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